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ANOTHER PROOF OF SZEGO'S THEOREM

FOR A SINGULAR MEASURE

FINBARR HOLLAND

ABSTRACT.   It is shown that the set \eint: n>l| spans £2(ct) if cr

is a singular measure on the unit circle.   The proof makes no appeal

either to the F. and M. Riesz theorem on measures or to Hilbert space

methods.

Theorem.   // o is a singular probability measure on the unit circle, then

the functions elnt, «> 1, span x?(a).

Proof.  As usual, it is enough to show that the closed linear span of the

set \elnt: « > 11 in i.  (a) contains the constant function 1.   To establish

this, a sequence of analytic polynomials  \P  \, with  P (0) = 0  and deg P^

< «, is constructed so that  lim  fil - P   \2da- 0.

To begin with, set

k — 1
— .fez I

ixmfe~uMt)    and    Ah-$e-ik i - Z V"'
7=1

doit)

for k>2.   Then

fe-l

(1) 2Aj = C,    and    2Afe = Ck -   £  AjCk~j       ^k £ 2)'
; = l

where  C. - 2fe~iktda(t).

Now consider the sequence of polynomials

P„(*>» Z V"       («=1,2,.«.).
fe = i

An induction argument shows that

72

(2) r|l-Pj2a-a=l- £  \Ak\2      («=1,2,...),

J fe = i
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whence it follows that fl(z)= 2?°_j A  z    belongs to the Hardy space H  .

In view of (2), the Theorem follows once we have shown that ß is an inner

function.   With this in mind, we introduce

00 i -22

F(z) = 1 + X  Ckzk =  { ß_. doit)       i\z\ < 1).
fe = l J   l-ze   lt

Clearly, F is regular on the open unit disc and its real part is positive

there.   Also, it is easy to conclude from (1) that

1 + OU) , ,    i-|fiU)|2     ,. .     .
p z = —^  and  Re F(z) =-;    (lzl < 1}-

i-ßU) |i-n(z)|2

Since a is singular, Re F vanishes on the circle outside a set of Lebesgue measure

zero [l, p. 34].   Equivalently, |Q| = 1 almost everywhere on the circle.   Thus, fi

is inner and the proof is finished.
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